Fact Sheet
Merchants

Product Data Sets
Verify the legitimacy of dietary supplements,
pharmaceuticals, and other healthcare products
with convenient access to LegitScript’s full
product data set.
In a world where regulators, banks, and internet platforms carefully scrutinize dietary
supplements, designer drugs, and pharmaceuticals, it's hard to know which products
are noncompliant with the FDA, FTC, and their foreign counterparts. And with tens of
thousands of products on the market, it’s hard to stay on top of regulators’ views
regarding what marketing claims are compliant and which are not. With Product Data
Sets you get full access — and ongoing updates — to LegitScript’s entire data set of
problematic products, ingredients, and their approval statuses. This same information
is used by the world’s largest internet and e-commerce platforms.

Why use Product Data Sets?
Advertise with

Unexpected barriers preventing the launch of your online ad

Confidence

campaign can be frustrating to deal with. Confidently check
whether your supplement products and ingredients are
permissible to advertise online by referencing the same data
set used by Google, Facebook, Bing, and others.

Rely on

Keeping track of new product regulations and regulator views

Comprehensive,

on marketing can be difficult. That’s why we deliver data in a

Up-to-date Data

convenient spreadsheet format that can be easily filtered,
sorted, and matched. You receive twice monthly updates, so
you always have the most up-to-date information to work from.

Get

If you are selling supplements in different countries, you need

International

data that gives you global insight. LegitScript’s database covers

Coverage

regulatory information from 60 countries and 115 government
agencies. Product classifications can be global or countryspecific so you know what products are permissible and where.

Work with

LegitScript data is trusted by the world’s largest internet and

Trusted Data

e-commerce platforms around the world, including Google,
Facebook, Amazon, and more.
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On a daily basis,

Information Covering 47,000+ Problematic Products

LegitScript obtains

Data is delivered in a convenient spreadsheet format that can be easily filtered,

information from

sorted, and matched depending on your organization’s needs. Data points include:

dozens of global

■ Product name

regulators about

■ Manufacturer

illegal, fraudulent,

■ What it is

or unsafe
supplements and
related products.
LegitScript is trusted
by the world’s largest
advertising and

(e.g., dietary supplement,
cosmetic, psychoactive high, etc.)
■ Whether it is a controlled
substance, and in which countries

■ LegitScript categorization
(“Red Flag,” “Yellow Flag”)
■ Global and country-specific notes
■ Regulatory authority, if any
(includes links to warning letters
and other regulatory actions)
■ And much more

How it Works
LegitScript’s entire data set of problematic products is available only to a limited
number of private enterprise companies, including supplement merchants and

e-commerce

retailers on an invitation-only basis.

platforms, including:

As part of your one year subscription, you will first receive the full data set of

■ Google

separate out all new products added since the last report as well as significant

problematic products. You will then receive twice monthly updates that clearly

■ Facebook

changes made to existing products.

■ Amazon

The report contains a comprehensive list of products and ingredients, categorized

■ Pinterest

globally and by individual country.

■ Microsoft

Products are identified as either having illegal or unsafe ingredients (categorized as

■ And more!

“Red Flag”), or making problematic marketing claims of the type that can draw
scrutiny from the FDA or FTC (categorized as “Yellow Flag.”)
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